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INSEPARABLE FINITE SOLVABLE GROUPS. II

HOMER bechtell

Abstract. A finite group is called inseparable if the only normal subgroups

over which it splits are the group itself and the trivial subgroup. Let £ be the

formation of finite solvable groups with elementary abelian Sylow subgroups.

This note establishes the fact that, up to isomorphism, there is exactly one

nonnilpotent inseparable solvable group in which the ^-residual is a metacy-

clic /»-group.

A finite group is called inseparable if the only normal subgroups over which

it splits are the one-element subgroup and the group itself (see [1]). These

groups are of interest since an arbitrary finite group G, \G\ ¥= 1, is expressible

as a product of subgroups, G = AnAn_x ■ • • Ax,fox which

(a) Ai is inseparable and \A¡\ ¥= 1, for /" = 1, ..., n,

(b) (An--- Aj+x)<(An ■ ■ -Aj) for / = 1, ...,«- 1, and

(c)An •■■Aj = [An ■••Aj+x]Ajf0TJ = 1, ..., n - 1.
Previous results [1] suggest that the splitting of a group G over its normal

subgroups seems to be determined by the F-residual, GE, for the formation E

of groups having elementary abelian Sylow subgroups. A minimal inseparable

nonnilpotent solvable finite group G with GE as a metacyclic /»-group is

known [1] to be isomorphic to the group in the following example.

Example. Let H = (a,b\a4 = \,b2 = a2 ,b~xab = a3} represent the qua-

ternion group and K = (x,^|x3 = y4 = \,y~xxy = x2). There exists a ho-

momorphism 9: K -» Aut(H) having Ker(0) = (y2) and K9 isomorphic to

the symmetric group of degree 3. Form the partial semidirect product G of H

by K such that H n K = Ker(0) = Z(H). Then G is inseparable.

The purpose of this note is to establish that each nonnilpotent inseparable

finite solvable group G for which GE is a metacyclic /»-group is isomorphic to

the group in the example.

Only finite solvable groups are to be considered. The notation may be found

in [3] with the exception that G = [A]B denotes the splitting of a group G over

a normal subgroup A by a subgroup B. A group is called a reduced product of

a normal subgroup A by a subgroup B if G = AB and ^4C is a proper

subgroup of G for each proper subgroup C of B.
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Lemma 1. Let G be a nonnilpotent inseparable solvable group in which GE is a

metacyclic p-group.

(a)/? = 2.
(b) $(GE) = 0(G) C 0(/°) C G for a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G.
(c) GE/$(G ) is an elementary abelian subgroup of order 4 that is a minimal

normal subgroup in G/0(G ).

(d) Each normal maximal subgroup of G has index 2 in G.

(e) (G/0(G))/CG/fJ>(G)(G£/0(G)) s S3, S3 the symmetric group of degree 3.

(f) All Sylow q-subgroups of G for q > 3 are contained in CG(GE).

Proof. For a group G satisfying the hypothesis, we know from Theorem 3.3

and (3.2) in [1] that 0(G£) = 0(G) C 0(P) C G for a Sylow/»-subgroup P

of G, GE/$(G) is an elementary abelian subgroup of order/? that is a minimal

normal subgroup in G/0(G), and each normal maximal subgroup of G has

index p in G. Consequently, (b), (c), and (d) are restatements for /» = 2. So

consider (a). The group H = G/0(G) satisfies the conditions of 0(//) = 1,

HE = (G/0(G))£ = G£/0(G) is a minimal normal subgroup of order/» in H,

1 C 0(P*) c HE for a Sylow/?-subgroup P* of H, and each normal maximal

subgroup has index p in H. Moreover H ' is the intersection of the normal

maximal subgroups of H, H/H' is an elementary abelian /»-group, and each

Sylow (/-subgroup is contained in H' for q # p.

Clearly H/CH(HE) a S Q GL(2,/?). If S was abelian, then H' E CH(HE).

Consequently \S\ would be a power of/? and CH(HE) would contain the Sylow

(/-subgroups of H for q # /». Since |GL(2,/?)| = /?(/? - 1) (/» + 1), then \S\

= 1 ox p. But lOÍ?*)] = /?. So in either case, OOP*) Q Z(H). This contra-

dicts the irreducibility of HE. Therefore S is nonabelian. Moreover S = [S']A

with \A\ = p, each Sylow subgroup of S is elementary abelian (since S E E),

and each Sylow (/-subgroup is contained in S' for q # /?.

Since GL(2,/?) = [SL(2,/?)]A:* and \K*\=p-l, then 5 Ç SL(2,/?). For
/? = 2, SL(2,2) a S3, S3 the symmetric group of degree three. The structure

of 5 implies that S = S3. Consider/? > 2. It is known (see [3, p. 196]) that the

Sylow (/-subgroups of SL(2,p) are cyclic for q # 2 and generalized quaternion

for q = 2 =£ p. Therefore S is a nonabelian group of square-free order. So

5' C F(S). But S is not nilpotent. Hence S' = F(S). However 0(S) = 1

implies that S' is cyclic and completely reducible. Consequently A acts

faithfully on each Sylow (/-subgroup in 5'. Hence p\(q - 1) for each prime

(/#/?. This implies that either p = q-\oxp<^q-\. Since each prime

q # /? also must satisfy the condition that q divides /?(/? - 1) (/> + 1), then

q = p + 1 or q < p. The only possible primes that can be considered are

those for which q = p + 1. Therefore/? = 2, q = 3, and S = S3. Hence both

(a) and (e) are valid.

From the above, it follows that for each prime q > 3, the elements in a

Sylow (/-subgroup of H must centralize HE = GE/$(G). Since 0(G) =

0(G£), then these elements centralize GE by Burnside's result (see [2, p. 174]).

This verifies (f).
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Lemma 2. // GE is a metacyclic 2-group and G is a nonnilpotent inseparable

solvable group, then GE is either a homocyclic 2-group or a quaternion group.

Proof. By Lemma 1(e), there exists an inner automorphism a of order 3

that acts irreducibly and faithfully on the elementary abelian 2-group

GE/$(GE) of order 4. If GE/G'E is decomposable with respect to a, then

GE/$(GE) is reducible. Hence GE/G'E is indecomposable with respect to a.

If G'E = 1, then GE is a homocyclic abelian 2-group (see [2, p. 176]).

Assume that G'E # 1. Then GE/G'E is a homocyclic abelian 2-group. Since

G'E is cyclic, there exists a chief factor G'E/N of order 2. Let M/G'E

= ß, (GE/G'E). Then M < G and M/G'E is elementary abelian of order 4. So

\M/N\ = 8, Q(M/N) = G'E/N, and a acts irreducibly on M/G'E. If M/N is

abelian, then it is of type (2 ,2). However £LX(M/N) has order 4 and it is

characteristic in M/N. This contradicts the fact that M/G'E is irreducible.

Consequently M/N is nonabelian of order 8 and G'E/N = <fr(M/N)

= (M/N)'. Since the automorphism group of a dihedral group does not

contain an element of order 3, then M/N must be a quaternion group. Because

GE/G'E is homocyclic, then either M = GE or M/G'E Q <I>(GE/GE). The

second case implies that M/N G <S>(GE/N). However a subgroup normal in a

group and contained in the Frattini subgroup cannot be isomorphic to a

quaternion group by results of Gaschiitz (see [3, p. 272]). Hence M = GE and

0(G£) = G'E. By a result of O. Taussky (see [3, p. 339]), GE is isomorphic to

one of the following 2-groups: dihedral, quasi-dihedral, or generalized quater-

nion. The only possibility that would admit GE/N as a quaternion group is that

GE itself is a quaternion group.

Theorem. Let G be a nonnilpotent solvable group that has GEas a nonabelian

metacyclic p-group. If G is inseparable, then G is isomorphic with the group of the

Example.

Proof. From Lemma 1, GE is a 2-group and GE/$(G) is a minimal normal

subgroup of G/$(G ). Then

F(G/$(G)) = F(G)/<I>(G) = GE/$(G) 9 C/<i>(G)

for a subgroup C < G by a result of Gaschiitz [3, p. 279]. Furthermore

G/$(G) = [C/<S>(G)](B/<i>(G)) for a subgroup B in G by Hilfsatz 4.4 [3, p.

278]. Since 0(G) is a 2-group and G is inseparable, then F(G) cannot have a

direct q-factor for q ^ 2. So F(G) is a 2-group. For each Sylow 2-subgroup

P of G, [P, C]GGEnC = 0(G). Hence P/0(G) G CG/9(G)(C/<Í>(G)) =

D. By Lemma 1(d), each normal maximal subgroup of G has index 2. Since D

<1 G/$(G) and (G/$(G): D) is prime to 2, then a contradiction arises unless

D = G/<i>(G).  Consequently   C/®(G) G Z(G/®(G)).  So  B < G.   Since
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F(G/0(G)) = G£/0(G) <8> C/0(G),   then  each  element  that  centralizes

G£/0(G) also must centralize F(G)/0(G). Hence

F(G)/0(G) Ç CGMG)(GEMG)) E CGmG)(F(G)/*(G)) = F(G)/0(G).

Therefore

CGMG)(GEMG)) = F(G)/0(G) = CG£/0(G).

By Lemma 1(e), G/CGE a 53.

From Lemma 2, GE is either a homocyclic abelian 2-group or a quaternion

group. Let G = CB be the decomposition given above and suppose that GE is

a homocyclic abelian 2-group. There exists a reduced product G = (CB£)/4

for a subgroup A E B. From the definition of a reduced product, it is evident

that CBE DAE <b(A) # 1. Since £ is a formation, /1£ ç BE. Then Cfi£

n ^ Q $(A) E AE E CBE n A. Hence C5£ n A = 0(^1) = yf£. Further-

more CG£ ç CBE E CGE, since G/C5£ E E. Therefore CBE = CGE. So

S3 a G/CG£ = G/CBE a ,4/(C5£ n A) = i4/¿£ = yi/0(v4).

Consider A/<&2(A). Since 0(^1) is metacyclic, then \<t>(A)/$2(A)\ = 4 or 2. If

|O(/l)/O204)| = 4, then |,4/02(yl)| = 24. But a group of that order with

(A/<b2(A))E = AE/$2(A) being elementary abelian of order 4 and

(^/02(yl))/(^/02(/l))£ a A/AE at S3 has a Frattini subgroup of order 1 or 2.

Since $(A) ¥= 1, then |0(/i)/02(^)| = 2. Each element of order 3 in A

induces by conjugation an automorphism a that fixes 0(/l)/02(yl) pointwise.

By Burnside's result [2, p. 174], 0(/4) is a set of fixed points for a. Since G£ is

homocyclic and a acts irreducibly on G£/0(G£) by Lemma 1(c), then a acts

irreducibly on Í2,(G£). A contradiction arises since fi,(0(/l)) c ñi(G£).

Therefore GE cannot be a homocyclic abelian 2-group.

Next suppose that GE is a quaternion group. Then C n B = 0(G) =

0(G£) by Lemma 1(b). Since G/CBE E E,GEE CBE. So

G£ = G£ n CBE = BE(GE n C) = 2?£0(G) = 5£0(G£) = BE.

Hence

S3 a G/CGE = G/CBE a 5/(C5£ D B)

= B/BE(C D B) = 5£0(G£) = B/BE.

Assume that C # 0(G). Since C/0(G) ç Z(G/0(G)), then C/0(G) con-

tains a subgroup 7Y/0(G) of order 2 that is a minimal normal subgroup of

G/0(G). By Hilfsatz 4.4 [3, p. 278], there exists a normal subgroup M/0(G)

such that G/0(G) = /V/0(G) ® A//0(G). The order of N is 4 and N must be

cyclic for otherwise G splits over M. Since (G: CG(N)) < 2 and M is a normal

maximal subgroup in G of index 2, then GE Q M n CG(N). Let TV, be a

maximal subgroup of G£. Then AW, is an abelian subgroup of order 8 that has
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at least two cyclic subgroups of order 4. So |ñ,(/V/V,)| = 4. If tix(NNx) <J M,

then G splits over M and a contradiction arises. Since Nx G GE G M, then

ttx(NNx) G M implies that N G NNX = NX(QX(NNX)) G M. This second con-

tradiction implies that C = 0(G). Consequently G = B. From the results in

[1], this group is isomorphic to the group in the Example.

A comment is in order. The result here complements [1]; the choice of

structure for GE was not arbitrarily selected.
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